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All women team that designed the ill-fated pedestrian foot bridge at Miami’s Florida International
University were highly touted for their advances in a eld that is typically dominated by men.
But critics are pointing the nger of blame at the female engineers for design aws that may have brought
the bridge down.
Investigators are still on the scene of last week’s bridge collapsethat killed 6 people and injured 9 on the FIU
campus in Southwest Miami.
The investigation is focusing on the work done by a team of all-women engineers who were employed by
one of the construction rms that designed and built the bridge.

Munilla Construction Management (MCM), the South Miami-based rm that designed the FIU foot bridge,
has been sued multiple times for unsafe practices in the past.
In early March MCM was sued by a construction worker who was severely injured when MCM’s “makeshi
bridge” at Miami’s International Airpo collapsed.
MCM is a Cuban-American, family-owned Miami company founded in 1983 that employs more than 1,000
people in several states. The company is a federal military contractor for the U.S. Army and Navy.
MCM was awarded the $14.2 million minority contract to design and build the cable-stayed bridge. The
company is well-connected in Miami politics and it promotes inclusion and diversity in the workforce.
According to Politico.com, Munilla Construction is “about as politically connected as they get in Florida.”
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The lead engineer on the foot bridge project is a female, Leonor Flores, who is a graduate of FIU.
Flores led a team of all-women engineers and designers who oversaw the crews that built the
prefabricated “instant bridge” by the side of the road using FIU’s own accelerated construction techniques.
MCM pa nered with the FIGG Bridge Group, a Tallahassee-Based engineering rm, to move the massive
foot bridge into place over 8th Street in just 7 hours on Saturday, March 10.
MCM hailed Flores and her all-women design team in celebratory social media posts on Twi er.com in the
hours before the deadly collapse.
But critics say simple mathematics would have prevented the disaster in Miami.
Studies all over the world have shown that boys and men are twice as good at math as girls and women.
The gender disparity in mathematics scores explains why there are far fewer women engineers than men
in the world.
The FIU foot bridge was designed to be suppo ed from above by a system of thick steel cables (see
illustration) and a reinforced concrete center suppo column. But the cables and the center column had
not been installed before the 950 ton, 174-foot bridge was moved into place over 8th street on Saturday.
Sen. Marco Rubio, who lives a few miles from FIU, rushed to the scene of the collapse and shared insider
information that the cables were “being tightened” before the bridge collapsed.
It isn’t clear if Rubio was referring to the missing cables that were not installed on the bridge.
A er the collapse, MCM stated the cables were not scheduled to be installed on the bridge until 2019. The
company did not explain what temporary suppo s were being used.
MCM Construction deleted their @WeAreMCM Twi er account following the disaster. But the Twi er
account is still cached on Google.com.
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MCM was awarded the $14.2 million minority contract to design and build the cable-stayed bridge. The company is well-

WasInTheBag

connected in Miami politics and it promotes inclusion and diversity in the workforce.
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Political correctness in the business world. Forget about merit, tness, and knowledge when you can have
your own personal rainbow coalition of questionable capabilities. At least in civil service you can bury the
"less quali ed" somewhere out of sight where they can't do much harm. It's a li le tougher to hide when
they build a bridge and it collapses.
Looks like they're going to the ma resses....

“I come in peace,” Ma is recalled telling them. “I didn’t bring a illery. But I’m pleading with you, with tears in my eyes: If you fuck with me, I’ll kill
you all.”
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I was looking at the recent install photos (pre collapse) as a carpenter
might for structure framing suppo and thought the design bracing
that extended from the bo om columns on either end and up to the
underside of the top level and then repeated that design all the way
across, made the bridge look structurally weak at either end and right
of center (?)
orida-bridge_8 8c028-28b8-11e8-bc72-077aa4dab9ef.jpg
The tower with the cables extending down to di erent suppo points
was not built yet!
Looking at that drawing, the weakest point would be where the tower
sha is not and the two lower level end sections!
How they expected that thing to suppo itself without the tower sha
and cabling was pure stupid!
Broads made a bad career choice..They killed people!
They should of emulated Ma ha Stewa and majored in home
economics, domestic science or home science.
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" But math is so hard"
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could they all be on the rag-mensurable cramping and bloating making for a bad day on a slide ruler?
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"Give Me A Fast Ship For I Intend To Go In Harm's Way"

During WWII no other Naval Unit eclipsed the record of the Li le Beavers lead by Captain "31 Knot Arleigh Burke." There are Sailors and there are
DESTROYER SAILORS. Fast sleek they seek out the enemy to engage at point blank range.

"Neptune was God, Mahan his prophet, and the United States Navy the only true Church"
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But it LOOKED so pre y!
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h ps://images.app.goo.gl/BLJ23aGGr9zGbspY9
Da da da da, I'm lovin' it!!!
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Is it too late to name it the Frederica Wilson Memorial Drawbridge?
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“I come in peace,” Ma is recalled telling them. “I didn’t bring a illery. But I’m pleading with you, with tears in my eyes: If you fuck with me, I’ll kill
you all.”
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